CC Rolly
The CC Rolly has the size of half a Europallet and has been developed for conveying
modular packaging such as crates, boxes and alcohol packs. The CC Rolly can be used as
a display unit in a store. It can also be supplied as a Low Noise Rolly with PIEK certification.
For more information see the CC Low Noise Rolly leaflet.

Characteristics and benefits
••
••
••
••
••

Ideal for shop floors.
The CC Low Noise Rolly can be stacked straight away.
The frame has smooth rounded corners to ensure that manoeuvring is safer and easier.
The CC Rolly is built as a load-bearing frame with two fixed and two castor wheels.
The CC Rolly can be easily moved using pallet trucks, forklift trucks or chain conveyors
because of the 4 steel beams that have the same dimensions as the frame.
•• Designed to meet the highest hygiene standards.
•• Water resistant.

How to hand in?
•• Always hand in equipment clean

••
••
••

1 product type
per stack

max. 10 high

••

and in a functional state.
Ensure that the wheels are free from
rope, plastic and other waste.
Ensure that all castor wheels are one one side.
Ensure there is 1 product type per stack.
Ensure that the wheels of only 1
colour are present per stack.

all castor wheels
on one side

Do you have equipment that is broken?
You can then hand it in for repair at a repair shop or exchange it for functional equipment.

Specifications
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A = 811 mm

C = 182 mm

B = 142 mm

D = 605 mm
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Average weight

400 kg UDL*

Accessibility
(4 sided)

Logo recognition

Available
as low noise

Temperature

* UDL = Uniform Distributed Load
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